CALL FOR BOOK CHAPTERS

Book Title: Fintech with Artificial Intelligence, Big Data, and Blockchain

The editors of Fintech with Artificial Intelligence, Big Data, and Blockchain are pleased to invite you and your colleagues to submit a chapter for this volume, to be published in Book series of Blockchain Technologies by Springer Nature.

New technologies arose in the past decade are rapidly transforming the global industries, especially in finance. Innovations that incorporate big data due to fast and cheap storage, artificial intelligence models utilizing the data as well as blockchain infrastructure for rapid democratization of financial institutions have been under the spotlight for the past few years. It is a critical time for the participants or researchers of the industry to understand how these prominent technological shifts are transforming different facets of the global financial landscape.

Please follow the Springer manuscript template

For this new book volume, we welcome chapters on the following topics:

- Introduction to artificial intelligence, big data, and blockchain applications in finance
- Spectrums in financial technologies— from instant payments to large-scale asset management
- Fintech with artificial intelligence
- Fintech with big data
- Fintech with blockchain
- Cybersecurity and blockchain’s use in finance and the efficiency savings
Series: Blockchain Technologies

- Natural language processing applications in fintech
- Computer vision in financial technology—security and efficiency
- Computer vision application—asset management
- Advanced deep neural network structures in sequence modeling and classification
- The accelerated trend of fintech and AI in 2020 and beyond
- Other relevant topics

IMPORTANT DATES

Abstract Submission: 15th June, 2020
Abstract Acceptance Notification: 30th June, 2020
Full Chapter Submission: 30th July, 2020
First Review Notification: 15th August, 2020
Revised Version Submission: 30th August, 2020
Final Acceptance/Rejection Notification: 7th September, 2020
Camera Ready Chapter Submission: 14th September, 2020
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Prof. Paul Moon Sub Choi
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Ewha Womans University, Seoul, Korea
https://orcid.org/0000-0003-3338-4728

Dr. Seth H. Huang
Department of Economics,
Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, USA
https://hkust.academia.edu/SethHuang

Any queries or issues can be addressed to paul.choi@ewha.ac.kr or hh254@cornell.edu